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WORK PROGRAM
\>

y

This Work Program supersedes YMP/WP/95-13, Revision 0. The primary purposes of borehole
USW WT-24 are to fbid the static water table, and to learn if the Large Hydraulic Gradient
(LHG) or perched water is present in this area, and to determine the thickness, water quality, and
hydraulic characteristics of the perched water zone (if present).
This Work Program identifies activities by reference to the applicable DIE which are subject to
the Quality Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) from DIE #BAA000000-017172200-00101, Revision 00, unless otherwise stated. Work activities performed under this
document are subject to QA overview to assure that QA controls are implemented.
All responsibilities identified in this Work Program are the Constructor's, unless otherwise noted
in this Work Program.

K>

1

Pre-Construction Conditions

1.1

Receive approval from the M&O Test Coordination Office (TCO, Richard Kovach @
295-6180) prior to the mobilization of equipment.

1.2

Notify the Yucca Mountain Site Office (YMSO) Environmental, Safety, and Health
Department and follow current radiological and environmental procedures.

1.3

Perform all work according to the Approval ofLandAccess andEnvironmental
Compliance letter contained or referenced in Field Work Package FWP-SB-97-005.

1.4

Follow current YMP procedures, ES&H requirements, and Field Operating Instructions
(FOI's, specifically, notification of Ranch Control of head count at start and end of shift).

2

Site Preparation /Maintenance

2.1

The drill pad was constructed under Job Package (1P) 95-04.

2.2

Repair/maintain the access oad and WT-24 drill pad for the duration of this Program.

2.3

Have the Survey Department stake the proposed borehole location on the finished drill
pad.

I

Present Conditions - USW WT-24 is a new borehole on an existing drillpad.

4

General Drilling Requirements - The following general requirements apply to all
drilling activities at USW WT-24:
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4.1

Non-potable water shall be used for construction purposes (e.g., dust control) (QA,
DIE/13.3.6, 13.3.6.6b, 13.3.6.6c and 13.3.7).

4.2

Minimize water use for dust control on the drill pad and access road to the extent practical
(QA, DIE/13.3.2). Ground surface water application is not to exceed the
evapotranspiration rate of 2.6 ft/yr, or 0.48 gal/yd2/day, and the discharged water is not to
pond on the surface without further evaluation by the M&O Safety Assurrance
Department (QA, DEE/13.3.2.2f).

4.3

Appropriate measures shall be taken to prevent uncontrolled surface water from entering
the borehole via the surface and/or subsurface alluvium. Local perturbations created by
temporary buildings/trailers and temporary construction equipment placed on the pad are
acceptable, provided overall drainage is not impeded in a way that would allow significant
ponding or water flw into the borehole. (QA, DE/13.3.1)
I

4.4

Perform periodic inspections (not less than monthly) for ponding or the potential for
ponding of water to ensure that the drainage characteristics of the pad have not been
altered in a way to create surface runoff impoundment areas that would result in ponded
water that could be pumpable with standard equipment. Such areas shall be
corrected/repaired by Kiewit/PB upon discovery. Notify the TCO and SPS Field Drilling
Engineer (FDE) when this is performed. The FDE will report this on the Daily
OperationsReport. (QA, DIE13.3.2.2c)

4.5

The TCO shall ensure that construction trenches or other excavations on the pad are
checked for accumulation of water within 72 hours after I inch of precipitation within a
24-hour period (as measured at the EFPD Site 1 [NTS-60] weather station near the North
Portal). Pumpable water in these surface impoundment areas shall be removed by
Kiewit/PB upon discovery. Notify the TCO and FDE when this is performed. The FDE
will report this on the Daily OperationsReport. (QA, DIE/13.3.2.2d)

4.6

Minimize, to the extent practical, the amount of hydrocarbons (i.e., hydraulic fluid, fuels,
oils, compressor condensates, etc.) spilled and lost on the pad, access road, and/or
borehole (QA, DIE/13.3.4) -

4.6.1

Perform periodic inspections (not less than monthly) on vehicles for hydrocarbon leaks
or spills (QA, DIE/I3.3.4.4b). Report results to the FDE for TFM evaluation and
reporting.

4.6.2

Hydrocarbon leakage in excess of drips shall be contained, mitigated, or repaired by
Kiewit/PB upon discovery (QA, DIE/13.3.4.4a).

4.7

Compressed air with injected tracer gas shall be used as the circulating medium, unless
otherwise noted in this Work Program.
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4.7.1

The tracer gas shall be sulfur hexaflouride (SF6 ).

4.7.2

The tracer gaf shall be injected at a targeted range of 1.25 - 2.75 ppm according to the
USGS Technical Procedure NWM-USGS-HP-07, latest revision, Method to Inject and
Monitor TracerGas in DrillingInjection/ReturnAir Streams, and the State approved
tracer gas injection permit.

4.7.3

The USGS, or other personnel qualified by the USGS, shall be responsible for
injecting, monitoring, and recording of the SF6 injection program data.

4.7.4

USGS equipment shall include meter(s), power supply, regulator(s), and detection
equipment.

4.7.5

Provide support to the tracer gas injection system, includingfupplying bottles of the
SF6 gas mixture according to USGS requirements, such as 10% SF6 and 90% air, as
requested.

4.8

Process the compressed air through a coalescing filter unit to prevent injection of oil or
free water into the borehole.

4.9

Meter the drilling air from the air compressors through an air meter run and Barton
recorder. The FDE shall select the size of the orifice plate, based on anticipated volumes.

4.10 No water shall be used as a drilling fluid unless otherwise directed in this Work Program.
4.11 Provide a primary cyclone and dust control equipment.
4.12 The FDE shall report the average air volumes into the borehole during direct circulation
drilling on the FDE's Daily OperationsReport.
4.13 Discharge velocities shall be greater than 3,000 feet per minute in all vertical sections of
the borehole and 7,500 feet per minute in all horizontal flow lines. Velocities will be
determined by using the volumetric flow rate of air calculated at standard conditions. If
problems are encountered in maintaining these minimum flow rates, contact the FDE for
additional drilling instructions.
4.14 Provide single-shot inclination surveys at 100-foot (120 ft) intervals below surface casing.
Use a single-shot survey tool with a range of 0-3 degrees until borehole deviation is
greater than 2.75 degrees, or as directed by the FDE. If deviation increases, provide
additional survey tools as required with appropriate range.
4.15 Core samples and/or drill cuttings shall be taken and processed at the written direction of
the appropriate PI(s)/UDR(s) and approval of the Sample Overview Committee according
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to M&O/Scientific Programs Support (SPS) sampling procedures. Sample containers
shall be provided by the Sample Management Facility (SMF).
4.16 All borehole cuttings and other fine materials that have been removed during drilling
operations and are not processed as samples shall be segregated, stockpiled, and/or
contained in drums for use during reclamation and/or disposed of at the direction of the
M&O Environmental Field Coordinator (EFC), or designated representative.
4.17 Measure and record the quantities and source of water used for construction, dust control,
maintenance, and other operations (QA, DEE/13.3.2.2a). Provide daily records (on a
monthly basis) to the FDE of water use by specific activity; these records shall include
quantities and source. The FDE shall submit this data in accordance with the Tracers,
Fluids, andMaterialsDataReporting andManagement procedure (YAP-2.8Q, latest
revision) (QA, DIE/13.3.2.2b).
4.18 Provide notification to the FDE, if any circulation problems and/or hole conditions exist
that prevent the continuation of planned drilling operations. The FDE and/or Kiewit
representatives will notify the SPS Lead (Eddie Wright @ 295-5589) and TCO
representative(s). Options to allow planned drilling operations to continue may include,
but are not limited to, setting an additional casing string to allow planned drilling
operations to continue. The agreed to course of action will be reported by the FDE on the
FDE's Daily OperationsReport. The SPS Lead in conjunction with the TCO will review
the course of action, review the economic impact, and carry out the necessary changes to
allow continuation of drilling operations.
4.19 Submit a monthly summary to the M&OIEFC (Tom Pysto, or designee) of all motorized
equipment used, including hours of operation and gallons of fuel used for each piece of
equipment.
nWater-Related Drilling/SamplingTesting Requirements - The following water-related
requirements apply to all drilling activities at USW WT-24 to ensure adequate and timely
location of perched water zones and/or the static water table during drilling operations.
5.1

Samples shall be continuously monitored by the wellsite geologists for any observable
increase in moisture, clays, or drippings that might indicate the static water table or
perched water zones. (QA, DIE/13.3.3.3a)

5.1.1

The wellsite geologist shall immediately notify the drilling superintendent, FDE, and
the TCO if moisture is observed on core/ream/drill samples.

5.1.2

Upon positive indications of moisture, and if borehole conditions and rig logistics
allow for use of a water probe as determined by the FDE, daily testing shall be
conducted for free-standing water (QA, DIE/13.3.3.3b). Daily water probes may be
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suspended after consultation and written direction from the TCO and the P]JDR
5.1.3
5.2

Results of the water probe runs shall be documented by the FDE on the FDE's Daily
OperationsReport.
The wellsite geologist shall immediately notify the drilling superintendent, FDE, and the
TCO if "free water" is observed on core/ream/drill samples.

5.2.1

Support additional testing for free water, including suspending drilling operations and
running a water probe to detect the water level in the borehole.

5.2.2

Run a sandline or other wireline unit with sinker bars and a depth counter to learn if
any fill material is in the borehole. Alternately, fill material may be tagged using the
drill string if a depth counter device is pnavailable.

5.3

The FDE shall notify the PIIUDR and TCO with the following information: (1) water
level shown, (2) tagged depth of any fill material, and (3) the cored, reamed, and drilled
depths of the borehole. The FDE shall document this information and notification of the
PIIUDR and TCO on the FDE's Daily OperationsReport.

5.4

Drilling operations shall temporarily stop when water is encountered in the borehole while
the TCO notifies the M&O Performance Assessment (PA) organization. Resumption of
drilling operations shall be coordinated by the TCO, PI, and M&OIPA. (QA,
DE13.3.3.3c)

5.5

The PIIUDR in coordination with the TCO and FDE may decide to cease drilling
operations temporarily and do USGS testing, or to continue drilling operations until the
water volumes are acceptable for USGS testing.

5.5.1

Drilling operations shall be suspended for USGS water testing and sampling
operations. The USGS will do water testing according to the USGS Scientific
Notebook Plan USGS-SN-0104, latest revision, "SaturatedZone Hydrochemishy
SamplingProcedure". -

5.5.2

Run water quality sampler to obtain water samples at the direction of the P/UDR The
USGS shall provide a water quality sampler and sample bottles.

5.5.3

Analyze the first water sample for tritium according to the DOEIYMSCO Radiological
Monitoring Plan.

6

USW WT-24 Drilling Program (Surface to 1.620 feet)

6.1

Drill and set anchor bolts for the Stratmaster drill rig.
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6.2

Mobilize the Stratmaster drill rig with related Acker coring attachment, and other required
drilling equipment.

6.3

Move in and set up the SPS field trailer on the USW WT-24 drill pad. Coordinate the
trailer location with the TCO Safety Coordinator and well site geologist to support the
YMP Erionite Protocol (Attachment 3).

6.4

Install and test an electrical grounding system according to the 1996 National Electrical
Code (NEC) Article 250 and Article 305 requirements (reference #17), and any current
Kiewit/PB electrical grounding procedures and/or Job Safety Analyses SA's). Re-test
grounding system when any subsequent changes are made to the system.

6.4.1

Chlorine based salt grounding ma rials (e.g., NaCl, MgCl) are prohibited as an
electrical grounding improvement (QA, DIE/13.3.6.6a). Graphite-based materials,
such as "GEM', are an acceptable grounding medium.

6.4.2

Installation, testing, and any subsequent changes to the electrical grounding system,
shall be supervised and tested by a qualified Kiewit/PB electrical worker and witnessed
by the rig superintendent. Testing of the electrical grounding system is described in
Attachment 4 and shall include:

6.4.2.1

A Resistance Test of the Earth GroundElectrodes, Ribbons, or equivalent for each
electrically-isolated electrode or other electrically-isolated earth grounding system.
This test shall be performed each time a generator is added to location and the
generator uses a separate ground earth electrode.

6.4.2.2

A Test of MulticonductorFlexible Power Cables during rig up activities or upon
the addition, modification, or electrical repair of cable/equipment. Repeat the test
every three (3) months following rig up activities.

6.4.2.3

An Impedance Test of 120 Volt Receptacles immediately after energizing 120 volt
receptacles during rig up activities or upon the addition of new 120 volt receptacles.
This does not apply to GFCI-protected receptacles.

6.4.2.4

Any other test(s) deemed appropriate by the designated electrical worker in
conjunction with the rig superintendent.

6.4.3

Testing of the electrical grounding system and associated circuits shall be documented
by the qualified Kiewit/PB electrical worker and witnessed/verified by the rig
superintendent. Display a copy of this documentation at the drilling location. Submit
the original documentation at the Kiewit/PB field offices (ESF Pad or Area 25
Subdock) until rig demobilization. Submit original to TCO after rig demobiliztion.
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6.5

Vacuum drill a conductor hole approximately 3 feet into bedrock or a depth of 10 feet,
using a 22 inch or larger bit, as directed by the FDE.

6.6

Run 20-inch outside diameter (O.D.) conductor casing to total depth of the conductor
hole. The casing may be carbon steel with API schedule J-55 or greater strength, and
shall be internally drifted with a 17-1/2" API (or equivalent) drift tool prior to running in
borehole. The minimum wall thickness shall be 0.134 inches.

6.7

Grout the annulus from total depth of the conductor hole to ground level with neat cement
slurry.

6.7.1

Neat cement, as defined by Nevada Administrative Code (NAC, Chapter 534), may be
mixed with a ratio of not more than 5 - 6 gallons of water per bag (94 lbs. or 1 ft3) of
Portland cement (ASTM C150-94b).
P

6.7.2

Provide a mud balance to check slurry weight. Acceptance of the cement slurry by the
FDE shall based on slurry weight. Estimated slurry weight is 15.02 to 15.80 lbs/gal.

6.7.3

The FDE shall report the calculated and actual amounts of cement slurry, including
pounds of cement, on the FDEs Daily OperationsReport.

6.8

Install rotating head or diverter on conductor casing.

6.9

Rotary or hammer drill (with direct circulation) a surface hole (or as directed by the
FDE). Use a 17-1/2-inch minimum diameter bit to reach a depth of 5 feet below the
alluvial/colluvial - tuff contact, or a minimum depth of 50 feet, whichever is greater. This
determination shall be made by the wellsite geologist

6.10 Run 13-3/8-inch outside diameter (O.D.) surface casing to total depth of the surface hole.
The casing may be carbon steel with API schedule J-55 or greater strength, and shall be
internally drifted with a 12-1/4" API (or equivalent) drift tool prior to running in
borehole. The minimum wall thickness shall be 0.250 inches.
6.11 Place a Cal-Seal plug in the bottom of surface casing to prevent U-tubing of neat cement
slurry inside the surface casing during grouting.
6.12 Grout the annulus from total depth of the surface hole to ground level with neat cement
slurry as described in paragraphs 6.7.1 through 6.7.3.
6.13 Rotary or hammer drill the borehole with direct circulation with a 12-1/4 inch O.D.
tricone, or hammer bit, to a target depth of 1,420 feet, or as directed by the FDE.
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6.14 Core and ream the borehole from 1,420 feet until water is encountered, or to a target
depth of 1,620 ft (whichever comes first), unless otherwise directed by the FDE or
dictated by hole-conditions.
6.14.1

Run and stabilize 5-1/2 inch casing or open-ended drill pipe in order to stabilize the
coring assembly in the 12-1/4 inch diameter hole, or as directed by the FDE.

6.14.2

Coring operations shall use a triple-tube wireline coring system with 2.4 inch I.D.
coring bits.

6.14.3

Reaming operations shall use a 12-1/4 inch bit.

6.14.4

Coring and reaming cycles shall occur in 100 foot maximum increments, unless
otherwise requested by the FDE.

6.14.5

Initiate the YMP Erionite Control Protocol (Reference #10) according to Attachment
#3 from in the interval between 1,584 ft to 1,731 R. or as directed by the well site
geologist. The YMP Erionite Control Protocol (Reference #10) will be in effect within
the buffer zone (i.e., 50 feet above the vitrophyre to 50 feet below the vitrophyre). The
vitrophyre is projected to occur at a depth of 1,634 feet to 1,681 feet.

6.14.6

Coring and reaming operations shall conform to the water-related requirements stated
in Section 5 (i.e., Water Related DrillinglTesting/SampfingRequirements). If water is
encountered in the borehole, the PIILDR shall coordinate with the TCO and/or FDE to
direct drilling operations until borehole conditions (i.e., the water volume in the
borehole) are acceptable for testing by the USGS.

6.14.6.1

If water is encountered in the borehole, deepen the borehole by 10 feet to allow for
USGS water quality sampling operation, unless otherwise directed by the PIDR
and/or TCO. Support USGS sampling operations as directed by the PI/UDR. The
USGS shall provide water quality sampler and sample bottles.

6.14.6.2

Following completionof USGS water quality sampling operations, deepen the
borehole to allow for pumping and hydraulic testing of the water bearing zone,
unless otherwise directed by the PI1UDR and/or TCO. Thickness of the open
interval to be tested will be determined by either: 1) encountering the basal
vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff, at which time coringfreaming activities will
cease; or 2) coring/reaming to sufficient depth (estimated at 030 feet, not to exceed
1,620 foot depth) to ensure reasonable hydraulic testing, if the vitrophyre is not
encountered. Additional water quality samples may be requested by the PIIUDR as
the borehole is deepened.
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6.15 If the Large Hydraulic Gradient or perched water zone is encountered (as determined by
the PMIUDR), continue as shown in Section 7 (Scenario 1).
6.16 If the Large Hydraulic Gradient or perched water zone is not encountered (as determined
by the PIIUDR), continue as shown in Section 8 (Scenario 2).
7

Scenario 1: If Large Hydraulic Gradient (Water) Is Encountered

7.1

If coring/reaming operations were temporarily stopped for USGS testing operations
before reaching a total depth of 1,620 feet, continue coring and reaming operations to a
target depth of 1,620 feet, unless otherwise directed by the TCO, FDE, or PIIUDR

7.2

If requested by the PIIUDR and concurred with by the TCO, run a pump and two
monitoring strings into the borehole and support US(fS pump testing.

,
7.2.1

The PI/UDR, in conjunction with the SPS Lead, TCO, and Drilling Contractor, shall
select a pump system based on USGS desired pumping rates, pump availability, and
surface discharge piping.

7.2.2

Run pump in borehole and land intake at depth determined by the PIVUDR. Hook up to
surface plumbing system.

7.2.3

Install two each 2.875 inch O.D. by 2.375 inch I.D. (BW) flush-joint tubing strings
with 12 foot minimum slotted wellscreens. Wellscreens shall have 0.125 inch by 2
inch slots, with 24 slots per foot, with a minimum open flow area of 24 square inches,
or as directed by the PI/UDR. All tubing shall be cleaned by running a brush or swab
through the tubing and screen to remove any obstructions, grease, scale, or rust. Final
landing depth of both monitoring strings shall be determined by the PIIUDR and/or
TCO.

7.2.4

Contain any produced water in tank(s) until approval is received for offsite disposal
from the M&O Environmental Field Coordinator (EFC), or designated representative.
Alternately, water produced during pump testing operations may be discharged into
Sever Wash via a discharge pipeline and/or sprinkler system, with M&OIEFC
approval.

7.2.4.1

Coordinate placement of a surface discharge pipeline to Sever Wash with the
M&OIEFC, or designated representative. Obtain any necessary environmental
clearances before installing the discharge pipeline.

7.2.4.2

Recommended sprinkler system may consist of Rainbird model 65PJADJ-TNT
adjustable-arc impact sprinklers with 1 inch female NPT threaded inlet, or
M&O/SPS approved equivalent. One model 65PJADJ-TNT impact sprinkler will
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be required for each 12.9 gpm flowrate increment desired by the PIIUDR (e.g., 100
gpm flowrate will require a minimum of 8 model 65PJADJ-TNT impact
sprinklers). Space out and install sprinklers following manufacturer's instructions.
7.2.4.3

7.2.5

Configure the water disposal surface plumbing system to prevent interference with
the pump discharge rate. Surface plumbing and discharge piping shall be 3 inch.
Bypass lines may be 2 inch. Surface tanks and discharge pumps may be required
from current inventory, rental, or special procurement.
Upon completion of USGS testing activities, trip out and lay down monitoring strings
and pump assembly.

7.3

Support geophysical logging operations, or as directed by the TCO. Geophysical logging
operations shall include a caliper log to log thateportion of the borehole from surface to
1,620 feet, prior to setting casing (QA, DIE/13.3.1 1.1lb).

7.4

Provide a minimum of 1,620 feet of 9-5/8 inch O.D. FLUSH-JOINT casing, a 9-5/8 inch
by 12-1/4 inch external casing packer, and a burning shoe. The casing may be carbon
steel with API schedule J-55 or greater strength. The minimum wall thickness shall be
0.188 inches. Drift all tools with an API 8-3/4 inch tool (or equivalent drift tool).
Provide technician for setting packer.

7.5

Run the 9-5/8 inch O.D. casing with the external casing packer and burning shoe to total
depth of the 12-1/4 inch diameter borehole, or as directed by the FDE. Space out and seat
the external casing packer in an aquitard, as determined by the PI/UDR (QA,
DIE/13.3.3.3c). Set the external casing packer in accordance with manufacturers
instructions. Hold casing string in tension and weld to the 13-3/8 inch surface casing with
gussets and plate. Weld on flanges for rotating head.

7.6

Go to Section 9 (i.e., USW WT-24 Completion).

8

Scenario 2: If Large Hydraulic Gradient Is Not Encountered From 1.420 - 1.620 ft

8.1

Rotary or hammer drill the borehole with a 12-1/4 inch bit using direct circulation from
present depth of 1,620 feet to 1,73 Ift, or as directed by the well site geologist. Continue
following the YMP Erionite Control Protocol (Reference #10) according to Attachment
#3 to 1,731 ft, or as directed by the well site geologist

8.2

Continue drilling the borehole using direct circulation from 1,731 ft to 2,455 feet, or as
directed by the well site geologist

8.3

Core and ream the borehole from 2,455 feet to 100 feet into the static water table, or to a
target depth of 2,605 feet (whichever comes first), unless otherwise directed by the well
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site geologist or dictated by hole conditions.
8.3.1

Run and stabilize 5-1/2 inch casing or open-ended drill pipe in order to stabilize the
coring assembly in the 12-1/4 inch diameter hole, or as directed by the FDE.

8.3.2

Coring operations shall use a triple-tube wireline coring system with a 2.4 inch I.D.
coring bit.

8.3.3

Reaming operations shall use a 12-1/4 inch bit.

8.3.4

Coring and reaming cycles shall occur in a maximum length of 100 feet, unless
otherwise requested by FDE.

8.3.5

Coring and reaming operations shall conform to the water-related requirements stated
in Section 5 (i.e., Water Related Drlfingl7estingSamplingRequirements). Upon
encountering water in the borehole, the PI/UDR shall coordinate with the TCO and/or
FDE to direct drilling operations until borehole conditions (i.e., the water volume in the
borehole) are acceptable for sampling by the USGS, at which point the USGS shall
conduct water sampling operations.

8.3.5.1

Upon encountering and identifying water in the borehole, deepen the borehole an
additional 10 feet and then temporarily cease coring and reaming operations to
support USGS water sampling operations, unless otherwise directed by the PILJDR
and/or TCO. Support USGS sampling operations as directed by the PTUDR. The
USGS shall provide water quality sampler and sample bottles.

8.3.5.2

Following completion of USGS water quality sampling operations, continue coring
and reaming operations to 100 feet into the static water table, or to a target depth of
2,605 feet (whichever comes first), unless otherwise dictated by hole conditions.

8.4

Support geophysical logging operations, or as directed by the TCO. Geophysical logging
operations shall include a caliper log to log that portion of the borehole from surface to
2,605 feet, prior to running casing (QA, DEE/13.3. 11.1 lb).

8.5

Provide a minimum of 2,605 feet of 9-5/8 inch O.D. FLUSH-JOINT casing and a
burning shoe. The casing may be carbon steel with API schedule J-55 or greater strength.
The minimum wall thickness shall be 0.188 inches. Drift all tools with an API 8-3/4 inch
diameter tool (or equivalent drift tool), prior to running casing in the borehole.

8.6

Run the 9-5/8 inch O.D. casing and burning shoe to total depth of the 12-1/4 inch
diameter borehole, as directed by the FDE (QA, DI1/13.3.3.3c). Hold casing string in
tension and weld to the 13-3/8 inch surface casing with gussets and plate. Weld on
flanges for rotating head.
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8.7

Go to Section 9 (USW WT-24 Completion).

2

USW WT-24 Completion

9.1

Install rotating head on the 9-5/8 inch O.D. casing to allow direct circulation of drill
cuttings.

9.2

Drill the borehole using an 8-3/4 inch O.D. bit through the 9-5/8 inch O.D. casing to
2,900 feet, or as dictated by hole conditions. Final depth shall be determined by the TCO
and well site geologist. Additional water quality samples may be requested by the
PIIUDR as the borehole is deepened.

9.2.1

Well J-13 water may be injected into the circulating medium to help in cuttings
removal during drilling operations below the water level (i.e., mist drilling). All water
used shall conform to the following requirements:

9.2.1.1

Mist drilling shall not proceed until after: I) completion of coring activities to 100
feet into the saturated zone, and 2) setting of the 9-5/8 inch O.D. casing string.

9.2.1.2

All Well J-13 water shall be traced with lithium bromide (LiBr) at a target
concentration of 15 ppm before being introduced into the borehole. The FDE
shall obtain a copy of the State approved LiBr tracer injection permit for the USW
WT-24 borehole before any mist drilling operations. Kiewit/PB shall provide and
mix the LiBr tracer and provide a means of verifying tracer concentration.

9.2.1.3

Return water samples shall be collected every two hours of drilling time by a USGS
representative and/or the onsite FDE. Sample bottles shall be labeled with the time,
date, and depth of borehole at the time of sampling. USGS shall provide % liter
"acid rinsed" sample bottles. Sample bottles should not be rinsed before collection.

9.2.2

The PI/UDR shall coordinate with the TCO to determine whether to continue adding
SF6 tracer gas to the compressed air/mist stream.

9.2.3

Measure and record the quantities and source of all water used and recovered during
mist drilling operations (QA, DEE/13.3.2.2a). Provide daily records (on a monthly
basis) to the FDE of water-use by specific activity; these records shall include
quantities and source (e.g., Well J-13). The FDE shall submit this data in accordance
with the Tracers, Fluids, andMaterialsDataReporting andManagementprocedure
(YAP-2.8Q, latest revision) (QA, DIE/13.3.2.2b).

9.3

Support a downhole directional survey inside drilling tubulars, before removing tubulars
from the borehole (QA, DIE/13.3.! 1.1b). If the drilling schedule does not allow the drill
rig to remain in place for the directional survey, the log may be run after rig demob.
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9.4

Trip out and run sinker bar(s) on wireline to check the borehole for obstruction from
surface to total depth. If unsuccessful in reaching total depth with the sinker bar(s), clean
out the borehole to total depth, or as directed by the TCO and FDE.

9.5

If requested by the PI/UDR and concurred with by the TCO, run a pump and two
monitoring strings into the borehole and support USGS pump testing as outlined in
paragraphs 7.2.1 through 7.2.5.

9.6

Support geophysical logging operations, or as directed by the TCO. Geophysical logging
operations shall include a caliper log to log that portion of the borehole from the bottom
of the 9-5/8 inch casing to total depth (QA, DIE13.3. 11.1 lb).

> 9.7

Install two (2) each 2.875 inch O.D. x 2.375 inch I.D. (BW) flush-joint tubing strings and
one (1) each 2.25 inch O.D. x 1.91 inch I.D. (AW) flush-joint tubing string in the
borehole for long-term monitoring activities. Final landing depth of all three (3)
monitoring strings shall be a minimum of 100 feet below the water table, or as determined
by the PI/UDR.

9.7.1

All monitoring strings shall be free of obstructions, grease, scale, and/or rust and shall
be cleaned by running a brush and/or swab through the tubing prior to running tubing.

9.7.2

Each 2.875 inch O.D. x 2.375 inch I.D. (BW) flush-joint tubing string shall be landed
with a 12 foot minimum length slotted wellscreen with 0.125 inch x 2 inch slots, 24
slots/foot, and a minimum open flow area of 24 square inches, or as directed by the PI.

9.7.3

Cap the bottom end of the 2.25 inch O.D. (AW) tubing string prior to running into the
borehole. Fill the 2.25 inch O.D. (AW) tubing string with formation water saved from
previous pump testing operations. Install a threaded cap with a 1/8 inch diameter vent
hole on the 2.25 inch O.D. tubing string.

9.8

Install a borehole cap with locking provision on the wellhead. The borehole cap shall
prevent surface water (e.g., precipitation or runoff) from entering the borehole (QA,
DIE/13.3.1). A threaded cap shall be considered acceptable to meet this requirement.
Install lock and return key to the designated representative for borehole security.

9.9

Demobilize the drill rig and related equipment.

9.10 Survey Department shall survey the borehole location for final surface location
coordinates and elevation (QA, DIE1I3.3.1 1).
9.10.1

The land survey shall contain as a minimum the Nevada State Plane Coordinates or
Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates and datum used (QA, DIE/I3.3.11.1Ia).
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9.10.2

The borehole collar location shall be accurate within fd/3 meter for all measured
attributes (QA, DIE/13.3.11.1Ic).

9.11 The FDE shall provide records, according to the Tracers, Fluids, andMaterialsData
ReportingandManagementprocedure (YAP-2.8Q, latest revision), of all tracers, fluids,
and materials spilled, lost, or permanently emplaced during drilling or testing related
activities (e.g., casing, grout, water, etc.) (QA, DIE/13.3.5).
10

Notes

10.1 All tolerances are +10%, unless otherwise indicated.
10.2 Any changes to this Work Program shall be supported in writing to the TCO for
evaluation with respect to the Field WorkPackage. The TCO shall coordinate and
approve all changes and inform the SPS Lead. The SPS Lead will evaluate change(s) and
initiate a revision to this Work Program, if required. The FDE shall note changes on the
FDE's Daily OperationsReport.
10.3 Primary User - The primary Principal Investigators (PI's) for this Work Program are
Robert Graves, (USGS @ 303-236-5050, extension 250) and Gary Patterson (USGS @
303-236-5050, extension 256). The USGS User Designated Representatives (UDR) is
Debbie Edwards (work @ 702-295-5745, home @ 702-228-9139).
10.4 The time estimate is 128 eight-hour shifts. This estimate is to mobilize, set
conductor/surface casing strings, drill to 1,420 feet, core/ream from 1,420 feet to 1,620
feet, drill from 1,620 feet to 2,455 feet, continuously coretream to 2,605', drill to total
depth of 2,850', run geophysical logs, and demobilize. USGS pump testing activities may
take two weeks for perched water and two weeks for saturated zone pumping. This
estimate does not include holidays and/or other non-work days.
10.5 Any requested follow-on testing or completion work shall be described under a separate
Work Program or as a revision to this Work Program.
10.6 Records generated as a result of the DIE referenced QA requirements contained in this
Work Program shall be maintained as lifetime QA records.
References:
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FWP Field Work Package for Drilling and Testing USW WT-24, Rev. 0, FWP-SB-97005
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#BAAOOOOOO-01717-2200-00101, Revision 00, 7/3/97.
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Hydrochemistry Sampling Procedure.
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Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Radiological Monitoring Plan for
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Wells.
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November 1, 1992, or latest revision.

13.
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14.
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E-mail memo from Craig (USGS) to Agnew (M&O), Use of J-13 Water in WT24, 8/8/95.

16. TPP

Test Planning Package (TPP) T-95-01, Revision 0, Borehole USW WT-24
Drilling and Testing, 8/22195.

17.

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70, National Electrical Code
(1996).
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USW WT-24 Borehole Diagram - Proposed Configuration - Scenario I
Attachment 1.
I

USW WT-24

HOLE DESIGNATION:

M&O /SAIC

I SURFACE

COORDINATES: N776.703 E 562,330

SURFACE ELEVATION: 4900'

YMP Surface Based Testing
Scientific Programs Support

TOP OF CASING:

N/A

BOTTOU-HOLE COORD.:
BOTTOM ELEVATION:
DATE STARTED:

N/A

2050'
N/A

DATE COMPLETED: N/A

Depth
feet meters

Annulus cemented from
surface to 50 ft. with
Neat Cement.

-Drill Hole Cap
20.00" O.D. Conductor
Casing (J55) to 10 ft.
Ground Level

10.00 ft.
5
(I 5.24m)

22'

\X

Drill Bit

17.5" Drill Bit
\-13.375" O.D. Surface
Casing to 50 ft.

-80
400--160
I

-9.625"
.D. Casing from
surface to 1620 ft. w/
external casing packer

Boo- -;240

12.25" Drill Bit

1-

320

12001 400

1600-i I-_480

2 Projected Large Hydraulic
Gradient 0 1521

1620.00 ft.
(493.78m)

-560
20008.75" Drill Bit

-640

2404- 720
I

-Boo
2800-X

L. LJ

2850.00 ft.
(868.68m)
NOT TO SCALE

Proposed USW WT-24 Borehole -

Scenario 1,

Large Hydraulic Gradient at Approx. 1521

ft.

SK No

SK-95-A-DR024

WT24A.DWG

Drawing Date: 7/18/97
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Attachment 2. USW WT-24 Borehole Diagram - Proposed Configuration - Scenario 2
HOLE DESIGNATION:

M&O/SAIC

USW WT-24

SURFACE COORDINATES: N 776.703 E 562.330
SURFACE ELEVATION: 4900'

YMP Surface Based Testing
Scientific Programs Support

TOP OF CASING:

N/A

BOTTOM-HOLE COORD.:

2050'

BOTTOM ELEVATION:

na-e

uepin

feet

meters

DATE STARTED:

N/A

DATE COMPLETED:

N/A

Annulus cemented from
surface to 50 ft. with
Neat Cement.

N/A

Drill Hole Cap
20.00" O.D. Conductor
Casing (J55) to 10 ft.
groGround Level
22" Drill Bit
17.5" Drill Bit
'-13.375" 0.0. Surface
Casing to 50 ft.

10.00 fta
5000
Ofr
(1 5.24m)

-9.625"

O.D. Casing from
surface to 2605 ft.
12.25" Drill Bit

2 Projected Regional Water

Table 0 2505'.

2605.00 ft.
(794.00m)
2850.00 ft.
(868.68m)

8.75" Drill Bit

(_LJ

NOT TO SCALE

Proposed USW WT-24 Borehole - Scenario 2,
Large Hydraulic Gradient Not Encountered.
SK No.
I

WT24B.DWG

SK -95-A-DR024a
Drawing Date: 7/18/97
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Attachment 3
Ye

Eronite Control Protocol

Erionite may be encountered above and/or below the vitrophyre during drilling operations. The
Ye Erionite Control Protocol (Reference #10) will be in effect within the buffer zone (i.e., 50
feet above the vitrophyre to 50 feet below the vitrophyre). The vitrophyre is projected from
1,634 ft to 1,681 ft.
1.0 Initiate the YM Eronite Control Protocol (Reference #10) from 1,584 ft to 1,731 ft. or as
directed by the well site geologist.
2.0 The Eronite Buffer Zone is estimated to be from 1,584 ft (50 ft above the vitrophyre) to
1,731 ft (50 ft below the vitrophyre).
>
2.1

The following engineering controls will be used to control drilling dust through the
Erionite Control Zone:

2.1.1

The Dust Collection System.

2.1.2.

The Haz-Vac, if used.

2.1.3

Maintaining negative pressure on the dust collection system.

2.2 Administrative controls will involve the establishment of an Erionite control
zone/exclusion area and Decontamination Area. Inside the control zone/exclusion area
personnel will be required to wear respirators and other PPE as outlined in section 2.5. This
area will encompass the following:
2.2.1

Area around the Dust Collection System (or Haz-Vac, ifused), the conveyer, and
cuttings pit.

2.2.2

Area used by personnel assigned to remove the core catcher and core from the inner
barrel.

2.2.3

Area for core extruding, processingtransmittal, and packaging of core and/or core
cuttings. This area must be large enough to allow for cleaning and vacuuming of core
boxes.

2.2.4

Area for decontamination of personnel and equipment and donning and doffing of PPE.
This area should have a shower enclosure. (See 2.3 below).
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2.2.5

2.3

In addition a buffer zone will be established approximately 20' wide outside the Erionite
control zone/exclusion area. No one will be allowed in this area, since it serves as a
buffer zone t6 the area where PPE must be worn.
The Decontamination Area for personnel and equipment coming from worldng inside the
control zone/exclusion area shall have the following features:

2.3.1

An "de-con" area for remove and disposal of PPE.

2.3.2

A shower enclosure. The shower enclosure may be located with one end in the
regulated area, and the other end outside the regulated area.

2.3.3

Area for storage of street clothes and an area for donning PPE.

2.3.4

A personal hygiene area, (ie., hand washing station).

2.4 The following administrative controls will be effect inside the control zonelexclusion area:
2.4.1

Personnel will not be allowed to remove respirators or PPE to eat, drink, smoke, and/or
chew tobacco.

2.4.2

Work-rest routines will be worked out for all personnel through supervision. These
routines will allow for personnel to remove PPE and respirators and take rest/food
breaks outside the control zone/exclusion area.

2.4.3

Good work place hygiene practices.

2.5

Inside the control zone/exclusion area the following PersonaI Protective Equipment and
Occupational Respiratory Equipment will be worn at all times:

2.5.1

A full face Powered Air Pufying Respirator (PAPR) with HEPA (Highly Efficient
Particulates and Aerosols) Filter.

2.5.2

Respirator selection, issue and use shall conform to the requirements ofM&O Safety
and Health Department Procedure NAP-SH-009 "Respiratory Protection".

2.5.3

A "Tyvek" disposable fill body overall, longsleeve with "booties" and hood.

2.5.4

Two pairs of gloves. mner-surgicalXouter-work). The inner and out gloves must be
taped.

2.6 The following Industrial Hygiene sampling and monitoring shall be conducted while
passing through the Erionite Control Zone:
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2.6.1 . Full shift employee Breathing Zone and Area Sampling for the presence of crystalline
silica minerals (i.e., quartz, cristobalite and erionite).
2.7 Hazard Communication Employee Training. All employees (regardless of employer) shall
receive Hazard Communication Employee Training that conforms to the M&O Safety and
Health Department Procedure NAP-SH-003 "Compliance with the OSHA Hazard
Communication Standard" before being assigned to the WT-24 site. In addition to this
M&O "Haz-Com" Training, employees shall receive the following "site specific"
components:
2.7.1

A description of the chronic and acute nature of the physical health hazards involved
with crystalline silica minerals (i.e., quartz, cristobalite and erionite) that could be
encountered within the drilling dust of the Erionite Control Zone at the WT-24 site.

2.7.2

A description of the work patices, engineering, administrative and personnel protective
equipment control measures that are employed specifically at the WT-24 site.

2.8 Medical Surveillance. Supervisors and employees wearing respirators have specific
responsibilitiesfactions under respirator program Employees must a have completed a
physical examination within the past year.
2.8.1

WT-24 personnel requiring physical exams in order to wear occupational respiratory
equipment should follow the guidelines that can be found in the M&O Safety and Health
Department Procedure NAP-SH-007 "Medical Surveillance. This procedure
describes the requirements for medical surveillance and how M&O employees can
arrange for physical examinations, on site through Bechtel Nevada Medical.
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Attachment 4. Description of Electrical Grounding Tests
1.0 Generators shall be brought on location and placed according to the Rig Superintendent
instructions. All generators shall be earth grounded with a National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) National Electrical Code (NEC) Article 250-84 accepted method and
material.
1.1 Resistance Test oftheEanfh GroundElectrodes, Ribbons, or equivalent for each
electrically-isolated electrode or other electrically-isolated earth grounding system. This test
shall be performed each time a generator is added to location and the generator uses a
separate ground earth electrode.
1.1.1

Measuring of the earth ground resistance of electrodes or ribbon shall be with an
instrument such as a JanWs Biddle Null Balance Earth Ground Resistance Meter,or
equivalent. The test shall be conducted in accordance with the instrument operating
instructions and meet the requirements set forth in NEC Article 250-84. The resistance
reading(s) obtained for each test shall be logged by the K/PB electrical worker in a
logbook and kept on the drilling location. One completed Exhibit L or K/PB provided
equivalent, for each generator/grounding system is required.

1.1.2

Completion of Exhibit L or K/PB provided equivalent, shall be by K/PB's designated
electrical worker and witnessed by the Rig Superintendent Display a copy at the
drilling location. Submit the original at the KIPB field offices (ES Pad or Area 25
Subdock) until the drill rig is demobilized. Submit original with records packages to
TCO.

1.2 Tt of MulconduorFleiblePower Cabes Perfonn test during rig up activities or
upon the addition, modification, or electrical repair of cable/equipment. Repeat the test
every three (3) months following rig up activities.
1.2.1

All multiconductor flexible power cables shall be tested for continuity and shown to
have impedance values less than or equal to those values shown in Exhibit M for each
respective cord set. The test(s) shall be performed following power up and after
successful completion of paragraph 1.1 (above).

1.2.2

The continuity of the equipment grounding conductor in the cord set shall be tested in
accordance with the operating instructions provided by the testing equipment
manufacturer. The instrument used for continuity testing shall be capable of measuring
impedance values of the cord set to the degree commensurate with Exhibit M.
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Attachment 4. Continued
1.2.3

Ifthe result 6f the test is greater than the respective value for the cord set circuit
ampacity and voltage, corrective action to reduce the impedance must be taken before
commencement of drilling operations. The cord set will be retested for continuity
following completion of corrective actions.

1.2.4

After obtaining a test result equal to or less than the impedance values found in Exhibit
Ilk the result shall be recorded in the K/PB electrical workers logbook and Exhibit II or
KAPB provided equivalent.

1.2.5

Completion of Exhibit , or K/PB provided equivalent, shall be done by K/PB's
designated electrical worker and witnessed by the Rig Superintendent. Display a copy
on the drilling location. Subpit the original at the K/PB field offices (ESF Pad or Arfa
25 Subdock) until the drill rig is demobilized. Submit original with records packages to
TCO.

1.3 Impedance Test of 120 Vot Receptacs. Perform test immediately after energizing 120
volt receptacles during rig up activities or upon the addition of new 120 volt receptacles.
This does not apply to GFCI-protected receptacles.
1.3.1

This test requires the 120 volt receptacles to be energized and shall be performed only
after satisfactory completion of the applicable resistance tests outlined in paragraphs 1.1
and 1.2 (above).

1.3.2

All 120 volt receptacles shall be tested with a device known as a "ground impedance
tester" according to the impedance tester manuficturer's directions. The tester(s) shall
be capable of measuring impedance on all voltages through 480 volts. The requirements
for impedance testing are as follows:

1.3.3

Electrical systems, including portable generators, shall have impedance sufficiently low
to limit the potential above ground and to result in the operation of the overcurent
devices in the circuit if a ground fault occurs.

1.3.4

Each time an electrical system is installed, modified, or repaired, the grounding circuits
shall be tested to ensure that the circuit has an impedance low enough to permit
sufficient current to flow to cause the fuse or circuit breaker to interrupt the current in
the event of a ground fault.
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Attachment 4. Continued
1.3.5

Every effort siall be made to attain a level of impedance low enough to pass five (5)
times the fise or breaker rating (e.g., if a circuit is fused at 20 amps, the impedance
should be low enough to allow 100 amps to pass over the grounding circuit [5 x 20 =
100]. On a 120 volt circuit, the impedance should be no higher than 1.2 ohms [120
volts divided by 100 amps = 1.2 ohms]).

1.3.6

The impedance reading shall be recorded in the K/PB electrical workers logbook only if
it is less than the respective value for the circuit ampacity found in Exhibit M for
activation of the circuit overload device (fuse or circuit breaker). If the resistance
reading is not sufficiently low enough to cause the overload device to open, the circuit
shall not be used until the condition has been corrected and shown to provide a
sufficiently low resistance.
V

1.3.7

Completion of Exhibit II, or K/PB provided equivalent, shall be done by K/PB's
designated electrical worker and witnessed by the Rig Superintendent. Display a copy
on the drilling location. Submit the original at the K/PB field offices (ESF Pad or Area
25 Subdock) until the drill rig is demobilized. Submit original with records packages to
TCO.
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Attachment 4, Exhibit I

RESISTANCE OF EARTH GROUND ELECTRODE
DATE

DRILL LOCATION___

GENERATOR NO.

RIG NAME
-GROUND TESTER MANUF.

INSTRUMENT NO.

TEST
PERFORMED
BY

_s r

POW6R
SYSTEM
UNDER
TEST

000
WITNESSED
BY

CtP

P CT

00

0

J

-

0

I

.

REFERENCE
GROUND RODS

GROUND ROD
UNDER TEST

r7/.ii,///i/// 1/ / / / ////i'/

. 62D
~FT

/

/

/i

/ //V///I

i
I
DISTANCE (D)
FT

.

O - 100 TO 120 FT
OR AS TESTER OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS STATE
EARTH GROUND SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
EARTH.GROUND
RESISTANCE

EARTH GROUNlD RESIS-ANE

Rod, Strip, Ring
OHMS
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Attachment 4, Exhibit II

IMPEDANCE/RESISTANCE OF
EQUIPMENT GROUNDING CONDUCTORS
Drill Hole Location:
Date:
Drill Rig Name / K/PB Number:

Generator Number:
Test Performed By:
R3eCicWmkf

Test Witnessed By:
ft&Tktcdft

Ground Loop Impedance Tester LD.
Resistance/
Impedance

Identification of Cable/Circuit Tested

(Ohms)

Circuit Voltage
& Ampacity
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Table Of Oround

pedance Values

Impedance values In ohms for effective iroundino of 9stems and equipment rated 60oV or less.
Clrcuft Breaker
UL Class RK-5 Fuses
UL Class RK-1 Fuses

UL Class J Fuses

UL Class L Fuses.

Devlee
Rating In
Amperes 120V 240V 277V 480V
10
1.6 1.6 15
1.0 0.8 1.0
0.6
20
0.8
0.6
0.7 0.6
25
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6
30
0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5
40
0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3
60
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

100

0.10 0.07 0.07 0.07

125
150
200
250

0.06
0.05
0.04
-

0.06

300

-

400

-

0.02
0.02
-

500
6o
800
1000
1200

16O
2000

0p
ts)

-

--

4000
5000
e00…

-

-

_

I

-

-

_

0.06
0.05
0.04

250V Raens 600V
120V 240V 120V
1.6 2.2 2.0
1.2 2.0
1.3
0.9 1.5 0.9
0.7 1.2 0.7
0.6
1.0 0.6
0.4 0.6
0.4
0.3 0.4
0.3
0.18 0.2 0,17
0.16 0.2 0.15
0.13 0.2 0.12
0.09 0.17 0.09

Ran
240V
4.0
2.0
1.4
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2

250V Rating eooV Rai
277V 480V 120V 240V 120V 240V 277V 480V 120V 240V
4.6 6.4 6.3 9.6 7.0 10.9 11.5 13.7 5.7 8.0
2.1
2.6
3.1
4.1
3.7 6.0 6.1
7.5 2.8 4.4
1.5 2.0 2.0 3.2
2.2 3.7 4.0 6.0 2.1
3.3
1.2
1.e 1.8
2.8 1.7 2.9 3.2 4.5 1.7 2.6
0.9
1.3 1.2
1.9
1.2
1.9 2.0
2.7 1.3 1.5
0.7
0.9 0.9 1.3
1.0
1.6 1.7 2.4 0.9 1.5
0.4 0.6
0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.2
0.5 0.7

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.8

-. 008…
-0.010
-.

_

o.oo
0
0

_

_
_
_
_
_NOTE: Tho abo

_
-

_
-

_

_

_

0.2

0.17 0.19

_
-

_
-

_

_

_

0.2

277V
8.4
4.7
3.5
2.8
1.9
1.6
0.8

480V 240V 277V 480V
8.4
O
6.8
_
5.1
_
4.0
_
_
3.0
_
_
2.4 1.2 0.3 0.5 0.e O. 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.08 0.13 0.14 02 -

0.3 02
0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5
0.13 0.14 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.2 0.3
0.03 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.18 0.12 0.20 02 0.3
0.02 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.16 0.2
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.16 0.016 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.013 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
0.010
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